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Andy’s Guide for Talking on the Radios 
 
The Basics 
 
The radios are used to both get and transmit information to/from external sources or agencies.  
Talking on the radios is really not difficult; but unlike talking on the telephone where you are 
usually only talking to single person, you are talking to lots of people at the same time, even 
when you are talking to a single entity.  So that everyone can use the frequency you are on, you 
need to say what you need to in the most efficient, clear, and brief way as possible.  This is also 
why you hear information given in a standard way, i.e., if you know what is coming it’s easier to 
understand what is being said and you can listen up for the parts that are most important to 
you.   
 
You can get lots of practice listening to air traffic controllers and automated weather services 
by using apps on your cellphone or computer (http://www.liveatc.net) or by making direct calls 
on the phone to automated services (i.e., AWOS-Automated Weather Observation Service, 
ASOS-Automated Surface Observation Service, or ATIS –Automated Terminal Information 
Service).  We’ll talk about some of the “calls” made by Air Traffic Services and pilots at various 
types of airports, but let’s first discuss the basics of making any radio call. 
 
The very first thing that you need to do…and that many pilots fail to do…is think through the 
entire call you want to make every single time BEFORE you press the “push-to-talk” button and 
start speaking.  Make a conscious effort to sound like the world’s most professional pilot.  This 
means sounding both sure of yourself and saying what you need to as efficiently and clearly as 
possible. 
 
Every radio call consists of three basic parts. They are: (1) who the call is addressed to, (2) who 
the call is from, and (3) the information you are relaying or the request you are making.  
 
Keep in mind that when you are first calling someone, they usually don’t know that you’re going 
to call, so it’s important to get their attention.  For instance, when making a traffic call on a 
Common Traffic Advisory Frequency to which everyone at a certain airport (and every airport 
assigned to that frequency within line of sight), we begin the call by stating the airport’s name 
and adding “Traffic” so everyone in the traffic pattern at that airport knows to listen up.   
 
For an initial contact with an Air Traffic controller, we often begin by simply calling them by 
name (i.e., “Houston Approach” or “Ellington Tower”) and the call sign of the aircraft (Eight 
Four Golf Xray) and then sit back and wait for them to respond, repeating the call a bit later if 
they don’t.  (When you’re calling someone, always give them a chance to respond before 
making another call.  If you are trying to talk to Air Traffic Control and you can hear him/her 
talking to lots of other aircraft, you need to wait until there’s a break in the conversation before 
you try again. This brings up a point about how to make a call after switching to a new 
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frequency; switch and then listen to make sure the frequency is clear before making an attempt 
to make a call.) 
 
As I said earlier, say what you need to say to get or receive the information you need.  If it 
doesn’t fit the standard calls I’m going to discuss, then think through how to say it using the 
three part approach I discussed above and get her done. 
 
Calls at Non-Towered Airports 
 
Calls at non-towered airports are generally advisory in nature.  They also usually fit into two 
different categories: (1) traffic control (which is being performed by the pilots and is “see and 
avoid”) and (2) general utility (fueling, crew car, towing, etc.).   
 
Traffic calls are made over the CTAF (Common Traffic Advisory Frequency) and utility calls are 
made over the UNICOM frequency, though the CTAF is used when a separate UNICOM 
frequency is not available.  When that is the case, be considerate and make the call as brief as 
possible.  Every second you tie up is a second someone else can’t use the frequency for traffic 
control.  While pilots are NEVER supposed to be totally dependent on CTAF radio calls to keep 
them safe, the use of the radios in this way is an invaluable safety tool.  Don’t be blasé about 
taking it away from folks. 
 
Taxi: “Airport Traffic, Call Sign, Taxiing from, Taxiing To, Via XXX”. (E.G. “Pearland Traffic, 
Remos Eight-Four Golf Xray, taxiing from the FBO/West Hangars via Taxiway Alpha to Runway 
One Four”, Pearland). NOTE: When making calls for non-towered fields, the name of the airport 
is added at the end to make sure that folks listening know where the call applied to…if they 
missed the initial call telling who the call was for.)   
 
Takeoff: “Airport Traffic, Call Sign, Taking/Departing on Runway XX, Intentions” (E.G. 
“Pearland Traffic, Remos Eight Four Golf Xray, taking Runway 14 for departure, departing 
southeast, Pearland”.) 
 
Departing: (Make this call when you think there’s traffic inbound or in the locality that would 
benefit from the call.) “Airport Traffic, Call Sign, Location, Intentions”. “Pearland Traffic, 
Remos Eight Four Golf Xray is three miles east at fifteen hundred heading southeast, Pearland.” 
 
Approaching: “Airport Traffic, Call Sign, Location, Intentions” (E.G. “Pearland Traffic, Remos 
Eight-Four Golf Xray, Ten Miles Southeast, Approaching (on the forty-five) for a left downwind 
for Runway One Four, Pearland) 
 
Downwind: “Airport Traffic, Call Sign, Locations, Intentions” (E.G. “Pearland Traffic, Remos 
Eight-Four Golf Xray, Left Downwind Runway One Four, for a full stop/touch and go, Pearland”) 
 
Base: “Airport Traffic, Call Sign, Location, Intentions” (E.G. “Pearland Traffic, Remos Eight Four 
Golf Xray, Left Base for One Four, Full Stop, Pearland”) 
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Final: “Airport Traffic, Call Sign, Location, Intentions” (E.G. “Pearland Traffic, Remos Eight Four 
Golf Xray, on final/short final for One Four, full stop/touch and go, Pearland”) 
 
NOTE: After the first call on downwind, many pilots shorten their call signs to the last three 
numbers to provide for a quicker call that still gets the essential info out to the other aircraft in 
the pattern.  This helps free up the frequency as more airplanes pull into the pattern. 
 
Calls at Towered Fields 
 
Calls at Towered Field are very different. Here you are dealing with Air Traffic Control and while 
there are some fairly standard calls, you’re using the radios to communicate with them so you 
say what you need to in order to get what you need or respond to them. 
 
Initial Call: “Airport Name/Facility, Call Sign”.  Wait for a response.  Then tell them what you 
want.  (E.G. “Ellington Tower, Remos Eight Four Golf Xray.”  Wait for a response.  Then 
continue: “Eight Four Golf Xray at (location ), taxi for takeoff (or to some other place on the 
airport) with (ATIS) Information X” or “With the Information” if the airport has an AWOS instead 
of an ATIS. If you hear “Aircraft Calling Say Again”, then repeat your call sign and tell the 
controller what you want.  Always keep it as concise and brief as possible. 
 
Approaching: “Airport Name, Call Sign, Location, Intentions”. (E.G. “Ellington Tower, Remos 
Eight Four Golf Xray, six miles southeast for landing with Information X” where Information “X” 
is the designation of the latest ATIS broadcast or “With the Information” if the airport has an 
AWOS instead of an ATIS. 
 
Operating: After you initially contact the tower and tell them what you want, the tower will 
issue instructions.  You fly and report when and where they tell you to.  They might say 
something like: “Report on a 3 mile straight in for Runway Three Five Left”.  You fly the straight 
in final and at three miles report: “Remos Eight Four Golf Xray, three mile straight in three-five 
left”.  The tower would probably respond: “Remos Eight Four Golf Xray, you are cleared to land 
three-five left.” You would respond: “Eight Four Golf Xray, cleared to land three five left”.  
Always repeat the instruction they give you as verbatim as possible.  This is your insurance that 
you heard the instruction correctly.   (This is called “reading back” the instruction.) 
 
Anytime you switch frequencies you start over.  You start talking to the new controller using:  
“name of facility/controller, your call sign, location, intentions/request”.  (EX: “Houston 
Approach, Remos Eight Four Golf Xray”. Wait for a response.  Once you get it, state your 
request or report:  Request: “Eight Four Xray, four miles north of Galveston at One Thousand 
Five Hundred requesting flight following to Denton.”   Report (generally given when you know 
the controller is expecting you, as in the case of the tower handing you off to Approach 
Control): ““Eight Four Xray is with you at One Thousand Five Hundred (altitude)”. 
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When leaving a towered field, first contact outbound may be with Clearance Delivery (Class B 
and some Class C fields) or with Ground Control (Class C or D towers).  Be sure you have 
listened to ATIS or AWOS/ASOS if it’s available before calling.  If you’re talking to Clearance 
Delivery, tell them you’re taking off “VFR” for XXX airport and what altitude you want to fly at.  
If you want flight following to your destination tell them that, also. Then, stand by until they 
contact you with a clearance and a “squawk” (transponder code). Copy down what they tell you 
and read it back.  Once that’s done or if contact with Clearance Delivery is not required, then 
call GROUND and tell them you’d like to taxi for takeoff with information X.  If you want flight 
following and did not request it from Clearance Delivery, the tell GROUND you want it. Be 
prepared for them to come back a few minutes later with departure instructions, including a 
“squawk”.  (NOTE: They’ll often make the call when you’re taxiing.  Don’t let that distract you 
from taxiing safely.  If you’ve got someone else with you in the airplane who can understand 
“tower talk”, have them copy the clearance for you.)   
 
Anything the GROUND/TOWER tells you, repeat it verbatim to acknowledge you got it and 
make sure you understood it correctly.  If you’re not sure you understood something correctly 
ask them to repeat it or ask a question about it.   
 
After you have performed your Takeoff Checks and are ready to depart, taxi up to the hold 
short for the active runway and switch the radio to Tower frequency.   Tell the Tower who you 
are, where you are, and that you’re ready to go. (E.G. “Ellington Tower, Remos Eight Four Golf 
Xray, holding short of runway One Seven Right at (Taxiway) Charlie, ready for takeoff 
northbound.”  The tower will then tell you to hold or takeoff; and, if the latter, may have 
departure instructions for you.  If they do, repeat them back to them to make sure you heard it 
right and understood it; then continue your takeoff. 
 
Remain on Tower frequency until clear of their airspace or they tell you to switch to some other 
frequency (like Approach/Departure).  
 
Calls to Approach/Departure 
 
If not being handed off to them by the Tower, your initial call to an Approach or Departure 
facility is no different than a first call to a tower.  Your first task is to get their attention, so just 
give your name and call sign and wait.  Repeat after waiting a few if they don’t respond.  Once 
they acknowledge you, answer with your call sign, your location (so they can find you on the 
radar) and what you want.  (E.G. “Remos Eight Four Golf Xray is three miles east of Pearland 
Regional at fifteen hundred requesting flight following to McComb Mississippi at thirty five 
hundred.”)   
 
They will usually respond by asking you for your type aircraft (Remos GX), your initial on course 
heading (zero six zero), and your desired altitude.  They will issue you a “squawk” once they 
have coordinated with other ATC facilities that will be involved with your flight and issue any 
relevant instructions they want you to follow. (E.G. “Remos Eight Four Golf Xray, Squawk Four 
Three Four Two; Maintain VFR at or below three thousand; Cleared into Class B airspace”.). 
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Always listen to each and every call that comes in on the radio.  Be ready to respond to ones 
that begin with your call sign because that will be Air Traffic Control contacting you with an 
instruction or a request for information.   
 
If you need to contact ATC for any reason, always start just like you would for an initial contact, 
and then once they respond to you, make your request. 
 
Listen up for any frequency changes ATC gives you, and acknowledge those calls with your call 
sign and repeat back the frequency they just gave you. Before you switch frequencies, pause a 
second or so to listen up for the controller coming back and CORRECTING you if you got it 
wrong.  If you don’t hear a correction, switch frequencies and once there repeat your 
procedures for initial contact, adding in the altitude you are at.  (E.G. “Houston Center, Remos 
Eight Four Golf Xray is with you at three thousand five hundred.”) 
 
Conclusion 
 
Talking on the radios is a bit more disciplined than just making a phone call; but it can be easily 
mastered with a little practice and study.  The key to talking well is always to first THINK about 
the entire call and making a conscious effort to make your call the most efficient possible. That 
said, don’t get hung up on the proper terminology if you don’t know what it is; just say what 
you need to get your information or points across and do it as briefly and clearly as possible.  
Do remember, though, that everything you say is going to both be heard and affect others for 
hundreds of miles, so take the time and make the effort to represent yourself well. 
 


